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1. Mu.SA communities of practice (CoP)
The communities of practice that were formed as a result of the training activities
constitute an important sustainability mechanism for project outcomes. CoPs include
museum professionals, trainers, directors and other stakeholders, and use different
online spaces (more below) to collaborate and exchange experiences. Τhe training
programmes of Mu.SA, (the MOOC & the four specialization courses), delivered through
the training platform, were the beginning of the CoP in each partner country.
During the training phase, the trainees were able to be informed on the new
announcements of the course (General Forum, 1) as well as to participate in specific
Discussion Forums (2) or in Forums related to the module of the course (3).
Through these forums were created the preliminary Communities of Practice in Mu.SA,
where all the museum professionals were able to actively communicate with the Tutor
and with each other, to exchange information and experiences from their own cultural
organization and perspective.

1. The General Forum in Mu.SA MOOC platform
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2. The specific Forum with the Topic “how do you intend to exploit the competences you develop
through this course, topics to focus on in the future, other issues related to digital skills and/ or
museum professionals, etc.” that invited 451 museum professionals to share their own experience.

3. The Forum in a module entitled “Creatively using technologies”, in Mu.SA MOOC platform
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After the MOOC, similar fora to the MOOC (with General and specific Forum per module)
were created also for each of the four Specialisation courses, one for each role profile:
Digital Strategy Manager (4 and 5), Digital Collections Curator (6 and 7), Digital
Interactive Experience Developer (8 and 9) and Online Community Manager (10 and
11).
Digital Strategy Manager

4. The General Forum in Mu.SA platform for the Digital Strategy Manager

5. The Forum of “Product/ Service Planning” in Specialisation course, for the Digital Strategy
Manager in Mu.SA platform
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Digital Collections Curator

6. The General Forum in Mu.SA platform for the Digital Collections Curator

7. The Forum of “Management Skills” in Specialisation course, for the Digital Collections Curator in
Mu.SA platform
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Digital Interactive Experience Developer

8. The General Forum in Mu.SA platform for the Digital Interactive Experience Developer

9. The Forum of “Managing Digital Identity” in Specialisation course, for the Digital Interactive
Experience Developer
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Online Cultural Community Manager

10. The General Forum in Mu.SA platform for the Online Cultural Community Manager

11. The Forum of “Digital Marketing” in Specialisation course, for the Online Cultural Community
Manager
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After the implementation of the Mu.SA training programmes, the consortium organized
a special brainstorming session on the CoP to identify needs and expectations of the
MOOC trainees in relation to the set-up and functioning of the Communities of Practice.
During these discussions, participants expressed the willingness to be part of a
community. The purpose of the community would be to create a space where to keep
learning and being updated on all museums digital matters, but also to share. It consists
a a place where practitioners can help each other (it is too early to understand the
impacts of Covid, but a CoP will be vital for the future of Europe and museum practice).
Participants expressed the desire to know the materials of the other professional profiles
and the content of the WBL of the other learners. Some learners would even like to take
the MOOC again, but for a different profile.
Participants also expressed the need to be connected at the country level, however
shared interest to have also opportunity to exchange internationally – specifically with
participants coming from the other project countries – and beyond.
To ease the connection and exchange and facilitate wider participation, the decision was
made to move CoPs in other (social media) platforms. By leveraging on the network of
experiences, contacts, and relationships gained throughout the lifespan of the Mu.SA
project, the Communities of Practice will aim at:





the continuity of the network created with the specialized professionals of Mu.SA
course;
the exchange of experiences and best practices in the museum field;
the organization of national meetings on the topics concerning the four areas of
reference of the Mu.SA project
the inauguration of new initiatives or collaborations;

The interventions, according to the subjects of competences, are based on enhancing
the peer learning experience. Therefore, they will be informal and directed to
maintaining and building the relationship and exchanges between the participants.
Country clusters, depending on their needs have prioritized some other platforms too.
Hence the decision has been made to create three different Communities of Practice:
1. CoP international
2. CoP Greece
3. CoP Italy
4. CoP Portugal
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The
International
CoP
has
been
created
in
Facebook
(https://www.facebook.com/groups/300942491274585/edit/). This group (12) is linked
to the official Mu.SA Facebook page – capitalizing on the already existent community
around the project.

12. The International CoP in Facebook

Τhe
Greek
CoP
has
been
created
on
the
(https://epale.ec.europa.eu/en/private/musa-greek-community).

EPALE

platform

13. The Greek CoP in EPALE platform
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The purpose of the Mu.SA Greek Community (13) is to support the communication,
collaboration, networking and museum professionals’ development in Greece.
Participants are invited to use this communication channel so as to increase the quality
of the human capital of the sector.
Moreover,
the
Greek
cluster
has
also
created
a
group
in
Facebook
(https://www.facebook.com/groups/2687026258286755). The aim of the community of
practice in Greece (14) is to maintain and strengthen communication among the
successful graduates of the Mu.SA training programme in order to encourage the
exchange of know-how and best practices, as well as to promote networking and
collaboration.

14. The Greek CoP in Facebook

The Italian country cluster continued on Skype (https://join.skype.com/lvlCVdhGR3Uw)
for the time of reporting, deciding on the best platform to use in the future (it will either
be Facebook or LinkedIn). The Italian CoP (15) has scheduled online meetings that will
start in November 2020, with eight sessions of 40 minutes, provided through zoom
platform by IBACN and Melting Pro, with the support of Symbola and Link.
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15. The Italian CoP in Facebook

The Portuguese community have opted for a Facebook group, called “Museus Século
XXI:
Comunidade
de
Prática”
(https://www.facebook.com/groups/567291287276623/?epa=SEARCH_BOX).

16. The Portugal CoP in Facebook
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The group "Museums of the 21st Century: Community of Practice" (16) was created as
part of the Mu.SA project due to the willingness of the participants to create a website
for sharing and interdisciplinary dialogue between the various fields of activity of
museums in Portugal. All museum professionals are invited to join this group and share
their experience and good practices.
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